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who have achieved.
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as it is boundless… and our greatest
incentive should be in helping those who
are young.

We at JO LEE give you an ‘open’
invitation to embrace those who may
otherwise not be recognized and assist
them in ‘seeing the future before it
arrives’.

THE Adeste Prize will be awarded to
‘The 40 and under individuals’ for
achievements in the categories of the
Humanities, Social Justice, Technology,
Arts, and Medicine.

Nominations are urged by readers around
the world. Please! Submit the name of
someone you believe is deserving of such
an award.

Nominees should have either achieved
extra-ordinary findings, or excelled
beyond their limits in inspiring others to
‘touch the stars’.

The Award
Successful awardees will 
receive the exquisitely designed
Adeste Crystal Medallion.

Whenever the committee recognizes an
achievement above and beyond
expectation – an additional cash prize that
embraces the ‘on-going endeavors’ of an
Awardee, will be given. Awards will be
announced in November of each year.
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should be of a humanitarian act of 
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benefits mankind by advancing the 
ability to meet a basic need or should 
be a new, original, and meaningful
discovery.
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S
Ah! Spring!!  AT LAST!

S
pring has always been my
favorite season, mostly because
of the emergence of new life
and fresh growth from the

dormancy of winter. The days are
getting longer, and there's a whole
summer ahead - yep, this is my time of
year!

Through the winter JO LEE readers
have been as busy as ever filling the
Mav's mailbag - thank you all for
writing. It's a great privilege to have
the opportunity to reply to your
emails. And it seems that, as usual,
many have been thinking a lot about
careers…

Q: Erin D. asks: "Mav, how do I get
some balance in my life?  I feel like I'm
being required to work longer hours
so I don't even have a life outside of
work!"

A: You're not alone, Erin. Many
people feel the same way -
overwhelmed by work pressure -
and it's become an even bigger
challenge over the past couple of
years as companies have cut costs
to stay competitive.

It's what I call 'the backlash of
productivity': fewer people have to
do more work and their
companies don't help by reducing
unnecessary work or by providing
new ways of getting the work
done in less time.

So you have to find those ways
yourself. Here's what I'd do: for a
period of two weeks, record what
you're actually doing in every 15-
minute segment of each day. Then

summarize those activities into
categories of work and figure out what
percentage of each day you spend
doing what kind of activity.

I guarantee you're going to be quite
surprised by some of what you learn -
the obvious example is how much
time you spend on emails. But you
should be able to immediately identify
some things you yourself can do to use
your time better. Then take your
analysis to your boss and ask him or
her to help you manage your time
even better.

And if that still doesn't reduce your
workload, then you have to decide
whether or not any job is more
important than having a life away from
work.

You'll know the right answer!

Q: Carlos M. asks: "I don't know what
to do with my career, Mav. I feel like
I need to make a change but I don't
know what I really want to do next."

C O N T E N T S P A G E J O L E E M A G A Z I N E -  8
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A: First thing, Carlos, is to go to your
local bookstore and buy a copy of the
career 'bible', a book called "What
Color Is My Parachute?"  It's a classic,
and is always being updated so it's still
one of the best career-help books you'll
find. Then make the time to go
through it, do the self-assessment
exercises, and be open to all kinds of
possibilities!

If you want to take it one step further
- this will cost more, but it may be
worth it to you - find a local career
counselor who will help you identify
your attributes and aptitudes, and will
help you define a new career direction.

Good luck!

Q: Jan R. asks: "Many of the values in
my workplace seem to be totally
opposite to my personal values. Do I
just bite my tongue and accept that as
the way it is?"

A: No, Jan, you NEVER accept values
that are in conflict with your own.

Your values are one of the most
precious things that you have. They are
your DNA. They are the signposts that
guide you through your entire life. You
are not living your own values if you
compromise them every day at work.

This is really important, Jan. Be true to
your own values in everything you do.
Accept nothing less. Ever!

Until next time…

The Mav - »

Write the Maverick
CLICK HERE «
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Hugh Coppen, The Marvelous Maverick, is a man who understands that the

only way a company succeeds is when the employees from bottom to top are

motivated by shared goals and when they develop their skills, knowing that

what they do really matters.  People have always been the focus of Hugh's

highly successful career!  Write Hugh now with your questions about your

career and let him help you.

*  Hugh Coppen resides in California.

www.winningleadership.com

I don't know what to do with my career

What do I want next?
Personal Values

in the workplace

http://www.etmaproductions.com/yes_email/index.php?to=coppen
http://www.winningleadership.com
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THE PROVOCATIVE & CHALLENGING WORLD OF ARCERI »
By Gene Arceri  New York - San Francisco

An Unknown Saint
BROTHER

THOMAS FRANCES STICKELMYER

Brother Thomas caring for the disabled at St. Annes' Home, San Francisco
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CC
harles Dickens could not
have imagined a more
harrowing, brutal
childhood than that

afflicted upon Thomas Frances
Stickelmyer. Born on Friday, June 3,
1927 in Troy, New York: to an alcoholic
father and a hapless mother. From the
beginning Thomas was plagued with
difficulty: encephalitis, frail health and a
nervous stutter: a joke to his brothers,
he attempted to avoid their bullying.
Throughout those early years, seeing
himself as an ugly duckling, without
self esteem, unhappily, he went to
school until the 11th grade. {In
maturity becoming an intellectual
amassing rare religious books}  Failing
most subjects, while exhibiting a talent
for art, he expressed his loneliness in
paintings. Having no close friends from
the age of nine Thomas sought
sanctuary within Saint Francis D. Sales
church. There he felt acceptance
among silent statues that looked down.

Advancing into teenage years, he
humbly took jobs wherever he could.
His looks improved, although his
confidence did not. One girl set her
sights on him, pursuing him at work.To
escape from home, hungry for
affection, he married her at age twenty
one. She appeared to love him and like
a lost puppy he responded. They took
their vows, albeit practically strangers.

Too soon they had six children. The
first two boys died in infancy. He
adored his third son Thomas Jr. as he
did his three daughters: Janet, Mary Jo
and Charlene. But, hard as he tried, his
lack of education positioned him into
menial work, often as hospital orderly,
scrubbing, brush in hand on his knees,
suffering humiliating working
conditions and low wages: years later in
Aids and Psychiatric wards.

His restless wife demanding more,
began deceiving him. Thomas,
believing his children could have a Gene and Brother Thomas outside the 'Honneur et Patrie' in San Francisco
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more affluent life, agreed to a
separation.Without his knowledge she
divorced him, remarried, obtaining
custody of the children. Thomas,
achieving an annulment from Rome,
searching for meaning - wandered,
exploring religious orders. Seeking
solitary contemplation, haunted by the
separation from his children, he entered
a monastery - becoming a Trappist
monk at Our Lady of Gethsemani
Kentucky. {Alongside author Thomas
Merton} Pursuing truth he found
idealism - disillusioned he left.

At age 68, while living at Bethlehem
Towers, Santa Rosa, Mother Margaret
Charles offered him a place as
Chaplain's Assistant with Little Sisters
of the Poor, San Francisco. There he
said he would be close to the
Eucharist, and there I met him.
Completely dissimilar, I coming from a
show- business background, observed

him at the altar: his childlike
innocence, his fun with residents, his
work in therapy, his love toward
everyone over the next three years.
Now, with silver-white and
compassionate blue eyes, he had a
luminosity that enhanced his biblically
handsome face.

Suddenly, as if lightning struck, a latent
brain tumor led to an operation.While
recovering in the hospital - the new
Mother Superior Marie Christine, a
small robotic woman, visited him on
December 22, 1998: to give him an
eviction notice.Writing to me "we are
losing money on him. This would be
additional expense". Ignoring the
$100,000.00 given to her on our behalf
by our friend Arthur Fritz. December
29, 1998 she sent Thomas a check for
one dollar and fifty five cents for over
payment on his room.

Thomas welcomed her, believing she
came to tell him to come back for
Christmas. Witnesses described the
scene as pitiless, saying she could've
caused a stroke. When I arrived,
heartbroken all he could say was, "I
don't deserve this".

Hypocritically, she went against vows
of her order; to care for the elderly,
impoverished, infirm.Although I found
those virtues while staying with Little
Sisters in London. Dr. Chan begged
Mother to take Thomas back to a
familiar place with residents he knew,
employees he befriended. Priests at St.
Anne's said masses for "my martyred
friend." Mother Christine's inseparable
cohort Sister Diane packed Thomas's
religious artifacts, cassock, children's
photographs to send to storage.
Younger nuns were opposed but
helpless. Christine claimed they had no
room yet they had access within a three

Brother Thomas on the alter at St. Joseph's Monestary, San Jose, California



story luxurious building on a seven
acre estate, in the neighborhood of
Senator Diane Feinstein.

A story appeared in the Chronicle in
Thomas's defense. Archdiocese
spokesman Maurice Healy, vilified us
in print hinting at an immoral affair - a
Children's Hour scenario-lies to justify
Mother's actions for the sake of money
changing. I warned Christine that
retribution would surely follow. It did
when the church had to pay out
millions to victims abused by clergy.
Healy, hid under his desk. Their greed
and power began to collapse.Again, Dr.
Chan implored Mother to reverse her
decision explaining how dangerously
this would hinder Thomas's recovery.
That he would come under the
dubious care of over crowded, under
staffed nursing homes. She ignored
him, a woman who could turn Death
Valley into glaciers.

Adrift and helpless,Thomas transferred
from one nursing home to another

within four years, where, irresponsible
negligence caused three falls that
destroyed his power of speech and
ability to walk. Father O'Byrne said "it
was a long crucifixion". When his son
came to see him - his father's eyes
shone, expressing his emotions
eloquently.

I was determined to reunite him with
his daughters. A dream, fatefully
denied, unknowingly this was to be his
last year. An interfering social worker,
Mr. Lucas, involved San Francisco
Public Guardians. Another nail in the
cross. My rightful Power of Attorney
was finally restored to me too late! I
brought him home to our apartment,
Pilgrim Plaza, January 3, 2003. Three
days later he died in my presence: his
saintly face hauntingly radiant.

Had Marie Christine shown mercy like
the founder in France of Little Sisters,
Jeanne Jugan, who carried an old
woman up flights of stairs, giving up
her bed to her, proclaiming "… be

good to the aged, especially the infirm.
Love them - be kind".Thomas's ending
would have been different.

Since then Marie Christine has
transferred: leaving a dead man in her
wake, who only wanted a chance to
recover, to serve God. This
congregation has 250 homes in 30
countries. Brother Thomas, this
sacrificial lamb, was the only resident
ever evicted in over a century.

* Gene Arceri, author, is a New York -
San Francisco - London multi-media
personality.

To Write Gene: Click Here »

NOMINATE SOMEONE:

THE ADESTE PRIZE

www.yesintl.com
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Brother Thomas's replica of Picasso's: Gertrude Stein A Thomas Stickelmyer Original
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW »
Jo Lee Talks To

J
Dr.

onathan

Levine

MASTERMIND

AAwizard - several years before your studies at Cornel University; an entrepreneur as the depth of 'the term'
is interpreted worldwide; a hailed founder/implementer; and an American - steeped within the
formidable revolution of what every human being is obsessed with!  White teeth.

You've dared beyond boundaries and defying all odds - became the creator of the Smile Analysis.You're North
America's recognized authority on dental cosmetic and aesthetic procedures and credited with being the first
dentist in the United States to apply porcelain veneers.

Dr. Jonathan B. Levine.
Creator of the Smile Analysis
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GoSMILE
A product with true actives that whitens and protects
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JO LEE: Dr. Jonathan Levine - I've
been so excited ever since first
discovering you two years ago when
you created the revolutionary
whitening product - which has solved
the 'bane of my existence': teeth
whitening. No more day or
overnight plates, expensive
laser but a strong,
effective method that
takes seconds to
apply - at
office/home or
when dining out,
after dinner.

Jonathan - how,
do you do it?
As Business 2.0
has said: it's the
hunch!  Has it
been your
g u t / y o u r
hunch that's led
you into
t r e m e n d o u s
successes at this
early age?

JONATHAN LEVINE: Jo Lee, my
motivation for developing GoSMILE is
wrapped into two words. My patients.
You know, an overnight success in '20
long years'.

As a serious clinician, understanding
the needs/the wants of my patients
drove tremendous creativity into 'the
now'. Excite the masses, I thought.
Design a tooth whitener that's not only
portable, tiny and easy BUT … with an
ingredient that whitens
IMMEDIATELY. Not, in time!

People today, Jo Lee, do not have time.
Why then, would they pause for
anything less than speed!  Over the
counter products can be a great adjunct
to professional care especially with a
product that has true actives that really
protects the hard tissues of the mouth.

JO LEE: Jonathan - you've become
this amazing Aesthetic Professional.
And it began in your early career as the
All American Lacrosse champion while

studying Prosthodontics. You
went on to

become this

outstanding mind in international
lecturing, and today, your creation of
GoSMILE - tooth whitening on the go
- has hugged millions, exceeding
wildest expectations.

Dr., Business 2.0 has also said that the
minds of great universities could never
teach THE HUNCH. It's an inner
gift/an instinct that the masses do not
have -

JONATHAN: Jo Lee, I believe we
have to be keen observers and great
listeners. The creative process works
well when our minds are open to what
can be possible. In all oral care, there
are new categories being developed,
just as we did with: tooth whitening on
the go. These hunches become ideas
that develop out of the creative process.
It is then up to us, what we do with
them.

JO LEE: As a young boy, growing up
on the South shore of New York's Long
Island, do you recollect when first it
was, you dreamed of engulfing a
person's presence?  Where did the
belief of 'a smile being one's greatest
personal asset' come from?

JONATHAN: I was very fortunate to
focus on the smile in my career. Not
just teeth. I've always tried to improve
a person's appearance through subtle,
yet dramatic changes in their smile.
The large oral care companies such as
Colgate and Proctor and Gamble are
spending millions of dollars to create
awareness for tooth whitening. The
baby boomers want to look
younger/feel better. This accounts for

77 million Americans and the
dramatic results of the new

break-through tooth
whitening technology.

JO LEE: Jonathan, this is
surreal. I had guessed the

numbers to be high
yet never

did I

calculate this figure. Is this then, why
your hunch/your gut urged you to get
into the 'smile business' against all other
businesses you could have framed?
And perhaps too, it was your
competitive years as an athlete that had
you take up the gauntlet?

JONATHAN: When I was at Cornell
University, Jo Lee, I was very fortunate
to play on a National Championship
lacrosse team which impacted my
overall attitude to 'best the best' in
whatever career I chose. Choosing
dentistry was more of an educated
guess to a field that blended science,
art, and technology. However, it wasn't
until I graduated from dental school
that I began formulating exactly what I
would be doing in this field.

By way of luck, I learned about
porcelain veneers from the technician

Obsessed!  With white teeth
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who invented them. My
friend and colleague, Adrian
Jurim. Adrian and I were
among the first professionals
in the country to apply
porcelain to patients. At the
time, I was just out of dental
school with no preconceived
notions that I wasn't
experienced enough to do
the work. Nor did I doubt
the technique. I simply
believed that I could be
creative and exacting and …
the technology was excellent.
Again, I was fortunate to be
right. Today, twenty years
later, I've focused on creating
the most beautiful smiles,
expanding my knowledge
and constantly challenging
conventional thinking -
always looking to see what is
possible.

JO LEE: Jonathan - you are
the leader in turning 'yellow'
into a white, elegant look!
What were some of your
biggest challenges?

JONATHAN: Doing it right from
the beginning. As in any endeavor, I've
always found that building the team
and finding the right people is the most
challenging. We've developed a
fantastic team and have taken our new
products from conception to creation
in 6 months as opposed to larger
Companies taking 18-24. With the
Company President and genius behind
the packaging and marketing of the
brand being my wife, Stacey, everything
Stacey has done has gotten her ready to
pivot us into becoming the first oral
care company to live in the Cosmetic
industry and on the beauty floors of
the specialty doors like Neiman
Marcus, Nordstrom, Saks Fifth Avenue,
Sephora, Henri Bendel.

JO LEE: Jonathan, what are the
changes happening in the tooth
whitening business?  Like the airline
and high speed passenger rail industry
… is 'your' business becoming more

exciting for those 'in the business' and
does this mean it's becoming more
competitive for you. In other words -
are you becoming more global?

JONATHAN: Jo lee, tooth
whitening has great momentum today!
The industry was a 30 million dollar
business 3 years ago. It's almost a
billion dollars today. There are new
competitors entering this space all the
time, but we have created a: luxury
smile care empire!

JO LEE: How different, Jonathan, is
this global world of aesthetic necessity
today, to when you first began your
career some twenty years ago?

JONATHAN: Because of the
internet and the sharing of information
being so much faster and more
effective, the world of aesthetic
dentistry, much like other worlds, is a
shared one. What we do in New York,
is done in Los Angeles, in Paris, in
London, in Switzerland. However, the

United States appears to
have the greatest demand
for a more beautiful smile.
But I dare say - the rest of
the world is catching up.
China, Hong Kong Japan,
Brazil and Argentina.
Countries where the
Cosmetic industry thrives
are understanding the
whitening value
proposition, launched in
the U.S.

JO LEE: Jonathan, one
can't flip on the radio,
television, glance at a
magazine, newspaper
without WHITE TEETH
appearing in the image
before us. Is the tooth
whitening business one
that's constantly being
invaded by pseudo
products professing to be:
more advanced, more
simplistic?  And are these
make-believe advances

such that you're constantly
being faced with the need

of increased creativity to remain ahead
of the billion dollars spent on 'at-home
tooth whitening' in 2003?

JONATHAN: Similar to all early
industries, there are a number of
companies that jump-in at the
beginning.

At GoSMILE, we are a Company
dedicated to launching 2-3 new
products per year through inventive
innovation - making it easy for anyone,
to have a great smile. A new category
in oral care - not seen before. We've
gained significant traction in carving
out a specific niche. Currently, we have
no competition.

Our 'tooth whitening on the go' has
been followed by our duo tubes of
AM/PM toothpaste - establishing that
joie de vivre of freshness. It's quite the
experience.

JO LEE: Tell me about: the oral care
experience?

GoSMILE! The ampoule ingredient
that whitens IMMEDIATELY
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JONATHAN: When we talk about
the oral care experience, we mean that
the consumer needs to elevate their
experience to a point where they
actually look forward to brushing or
flossing their teeth or rinsing or
popping a breath mint.

This experience will insure that the
person does it consistently over time
which is the difference between
success and failure. That is, the success
of having white teeth or achieving a
healthy smile. Our AM/PM
toothpaste is a perfect example of the
oral care experience. To elevate tooth
brushing from the mundane to boring
- to one that you are excited and
p l e a s u r e d
with.

JO LEE: We
all know
about 'the
o t h e r '
s t r a t e g i c
mind that co-
f o u n d e d
GoSMILE and whose passion
and personality have helped
drive your incredible
successes!  Your wife, Stacey.
Can you share how this all
came about?  Were you just sitting by
the fire one night, realizing how the
red wine with strawberries was staining
your teeth ~

JONATHAN: Well, I was a guest on
The View - America's #1 daytime
television show, demonstrating new
technology in dentistry. Of course, I
too, began talking about a product I'd
been using in my office for 5 years
which product, was the precursor to
GoSmile called: Enhanced.

We had hundreds of phone calls.
Everyone wanted: Enhanced. This
launched the idea of taking this
portable whitener in the ampoule out
to the public. Stacey saw this product
for the specialty doors and we began to
formulate a plan to distribute in this
channel. It was my 13 year old son

Julian - who created the name
GoSmile - as he bellowed down the
stairs saying "dad, dad," one morning. I
dropped my jaw, ran to the computer
and GoSmile.com was born. We
brought Josh Shaw, our COO aboard,
and in only 1½ years … we were in

250 specialty retailers -
building this new category in Beauty.

JO LEE: Wow, what a feat, huh.
Jonathan, what about: the dilemma of
colorful wines and foods on teeth. We
steer clear of carbs and then - when
we're introduced to what we can eat,
many of these foods stain badly!  What's
the trick?

JONATHAN: You don't have to stay
clear of chromagenic foods
{blueberries, strawberries, soy sauce}
or red wine, as long as you have a
whitener that you will use consistently.

GoSMILE is a true whitener!  And
after you've achieved the shade you
want, it becomes a simple, maintenance
product. Depending on the amount of
stained food you ingest, will help you
figure out how often you need to use

GoSMILE as a whitener. 1-2 times per
week will maintain your smile -
without worrying about the wine or
the java.

JO LEE: It's all quite remarkable,
Jonathan, to step outside the blue print

of a handsome
mouth and
appreciate from a
different plateau,
the wisdom
required behind
the product
configuration of:
that white smile.
Design / delivery
/ results!
Jonathan, how
much is success
related to the
belief, the
camaraderie of
one's personal
family applauding
the man/wife
who's dream they
want made into
reality?

When I search the
globe for success
stories, I'm struck

with the numbers linking growth to
ties within their personal lives. I
obviously reflect then, upon you ~

JONATHAN: Jo Lee, as you've
already heard, GoSMILE is a family
affair.

I left out my other son Cody, who was
with Stacey, when sitting with a make-
up artist in Henri Bendel. Cody began
bragging about our {.com} GoSMILE
- that Stacey was carrying in her bag.
The make-up artist went crazy over the
product/took Stacey to the buyer and
brought it into the store. Saks Fifth
Avenue followed - with every one of
their stores.

Our family has been involved from the
beginning and continues to be
involved day to day. Julian, now 15, is in
charge of naming our new products.

Tooth whitening is a billion
dollar business, today
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Family is the most important thing for
me, for our business. This balance
cannot be underestimated.

JO LEE: You're amazing!  How would
you present this Jonathan, to a
University body of graduating
students?

JONATHAN: I teach at NYU - in
the Esthetic department - and love
sharing both the clinical side of
dentistry to the antithetical side.
Entrepreneurship. Anything is possible!
If, one 'chooses' to let their creative
juices flow.

Interesting, I have not yet told my
GoSMILE story to NYU. I feel it
might be timely.

JO LEE: And your passion/your
vision for the future of SMILES?

JONATHAN: That over the counter
products will continue to improve
through unique actives that can whiten
teeth, remove stain easier and fight
decay and gum disease.

As CEO of GoSmile, I believe people
will continue to appreciate: the power
of the SMILE and it will become - a
global value.

JO LEE: It's quite incredible,
Jonathan!  You, the Mastermind of
one's greatest asset - their smile.
Millions are now applauding for more
encores to be. Thank you, Jonathan.

JONATHAN: I am not sure about
the Mastermind, Jo Lee, but we do give
people beautiful smiles. Thank you.
What a pleasure.

*  www.gosmile.com
1-877-8-smiles
923 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Co-Founders: Dr. Jonathan Levine and wife, Stacey

http://www.gosmile.com


DR. B: What's the story with HDL cholesterol?

A: Medicine has focused on lowering bad cholesterol {LDL} levels, knows that HDL
{good cholesterol} is a different risk factor and separate from other cholesterol
measurements. It is clear that those with high HDL cholesterol do much better in terms
of the incidence of coronary artery disease. Many people have low HDL levels which puts
them at risk. New drugs are being developed, modeled from HDL and studies have shown
significant reductions in arterial plaque with the early versions of the drugs. The reductions
occur quickly which has given the medical system a wake up call and pointed out that the
coronary bed is far more dynamic than thought. Everyone should know their Total
Cholesterol, LDL and HDL {and their blood pressure}.
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STETHOSCOPE911 »
By Dr. John J. Bagshaw

From here on the Bay - Spring is many things:

Rain continues

Winter ends

Madness is in

And St. Patrick's Day in play

DR. B: What are your thoughts on the medical crisis in America?  Is any
one party at fault?

A: Frankly, I have almost given up on it. We desperately need universal healthcare. The
insurance companies are controlling many parts of how health care is practiced and       what
will, and won't, be paid for. I have no idea as to what their profit margins are but       it must
be large. Physicians are influenced by what is and isn't paid for and spend vast sums of money
practicing safe medicine. They are angry and frustrated which can lessen the quality of care
patients receive. Drug use is out of control with drug companies stimulating demand and
justifying enormous costs as being cost effective. If I were to choose a word for our
healthcare system: it would be greed. All vested parties are at fault and the
American public fails themselves by pressing for more and taking terrible care of themselves.

DR. B: Is it true that pain from the heart goes to the ring finger?

A: It sure can! This is an interesting question because the basis for the wedding ring rests
with that finger being closest to the heart. Physicians of old knew this because patients
with angina or a heart attack would complain of pain in that finger.



DR. B: Hey, 911.What's the best thing to do if you develop chest pain and
you think it's your heart?

A: Take an aspirin and have someone take you immediately to the nearest emergency
room. The first minutes of a heart attack are the most dangerous. If you are wrong about
it being your heart, it is still the best decision.The aspirin has an effect on platelets and their
ability to stick and form a clot. I suggest that you do some studying about chest pain!

Aspirin is best when chest pain develops

DR. B: Is the Atkins diet back in vogue?  Isn't he dead?

A:What's happening rests with the realization that low sugar, low carbohydrate, low   high
glycemic diets really help a person to lose weight. It gets into the realization that most
Americans have insulin resistance and an increasing understanding of how insulin resistance
effects fat cells. Cut off the sugar and exercise more!  Dr.Atkins recently died from a very
unfortunate fall. He was onto more than many people gave him credit.

Be well!
Dr. B.

For the Doctor - Click Here »

* Dr. Bagshaw practiced Cardiology, Critical Care and Internal Medicine in Marin County, California where he served as
Director of the Coronary Care Unit. In 1979, he founded PHYSIS, a Preventive Medicine Company in San Francisco,
with the mission to see preventive technology become part of the healthcare system. He is presently working on two
books: "Inactivity: Modern Man's Major Health Risk" and "Prevention and Aging".

’‘

Perspective

by Salvita Makhani
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http://www.etmaproductions.com/yes_email/index.php?to=jo-lee
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YES, VIRGINIA! COME - EXPLORE WITH ME »
By Audrey Lisette Hess-Eberle - Chicago, Illinois, USA

By
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ve of Wind
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Height and Wings

IIam a woman who was captured
by her first love affair at the
tender age of 5, in an era when
young girls should have looked

away from interest, to not be tested by
such temptation. Now, 51 years later, I
cast all concerns of caution to the
wind, embrace my growing passions
with pride, and let them take
flight…quite literally.

It is hard to imagine that we have
stepped into the 2nd century since the
birth of Aviation. December 17th,
2003, marked the 100-year Anniversary
of those first 12 minutes of controlled,

powered flight as accomplished
by Orville and
W i l b u r
Wright at
K i t t y
Hawk, NC,
USA - a place
forever etched in history. Then, in
1927, the whole world held its breath
as a young barnstormer/daredevil
named Charles Lindbergh who,
inspired by the decree of a challenge,
became an overnight legend and
captured our hearts as he achieved the
first solo transatlantic flight in 33 ½

h o u r s .
From that event,
to orbiting International Space
Stations, our world has never been the
same.

There have been those whose dreams
would dare to reach out and touch the
unknown - to pierce the veils of the
Universe. There are those who would
soar.

During the last week of July into the
first week of August each
year, 'Experimental Aircraft
Association' {EAA} at
Wittman Regional Airport
in Oshkosh,Wisconsin, USA,
celebrates aviation through
'AirVenture' - the world's
largest fly-in. Celebrating
their 52nd year FROM July
27 through August 2, this
year's theme, is 'Launching
the Second Century of
Flight'. Imagine  - registered
international visitors from
some 80 nations, an average
of 11,000 planes sprawled
over 1400 acres that include
camping areas, exhibits, and
airplanes from all over the
world!

W E L C O ME T O

T
R

A
V

E
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Annually, AeroShell Square at
AirVenture, brings you the biggest,
fastest and most unique aircraft to be
seen up close, where you can chat with
the crews from different parts of the
world, and board some of the craft.
Past exhibits included NASA's High-
Altitude Flying Laboratory, to the
'ORBIS' Flying Eye Hospital; from
'Beluga', the largest air cargo carrier, to
military aircraft like F-15 'Eagle' fighter
jets, rare Russian fighters, and B-2
Stealth bombers just for starters. But
that's not all.

Aircraft are approachable and displayed
on the field by category. They include
homebuilts, vintage {like the exciting
Sikorsky S-39 African Expedition
Amphibian}, warbirds {which
participate in airshows each
afternoon}, ultralight/light planes, and
rotorcraft - registered from five
continents. Many restored or cutting-
edge designed airplanes cannot be seen
anywhere else in the world, and in such
numbers.

Thrill to the world's greatest air show
performers, from aerial acrobatics to
critical precision formation flying.
Each AirVenture features workshops
and forums, where you meet aviation
celebrities, like Chuck Yeager who
broke the sound barrier in 1947, or
astronauts like James Lovell, Frank
Borman and Gene Cernan. From Air
Venture Museum speakers, aviation
historians, to hands-on activities at
KidVenture that include informative
projects and cockpit climbs {EAA's
goal was to fly one million kids by the
first Century}, you will be in 'Aviation
Heaven'.

Book Hotel rooms far in advance.
Consider Oshkosh,Appleton,Wautoma
-- towns close by, or a few hours' drive
like Milwaukee, even Chicago. Become
an EAA member, and they deduct $10
from your daily entrance fee, and more
than 50% on weekly passes.
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1.- Comp Air Turbine in manual
Beta mode.

2.- Vintage biplane, Musee de L'air
Le Bourget Airport, Paris.

3.- Hughes H-1B Racer at Sunset
with the Beluga.

1

2

3
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4

4.- Preparing the Lockheed.

5.- Sikorsky.

6.- Boeing 307 Stratoliner.

* As we venture out into our
world, your travel can consist of a
visit to the next town for the day,
or a journey that would place your
feet clear on the other side of the
world. It is all about discovery and
your relationship to the world
which is everywhere you walk.

So, sensitize yourself, flex your
muscles of awareness, open your
mind for all possibilities and…
COME - EXPLORE WITH ME.

There is nothing like AirVenture. I only wonder what took
me so long to have started my flight lessons and to complete
three months of Aviation Ground School. With an eternal
smile on my face, a lightness to my step - I have touched
that wind by my own hands ~

www.AirVenture.org

Write Audrey:  Click Here »

http://www.etmaproductions.com/yes_email/index.php?to=hess-eberle
http://www.airventure.com
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WWalk into the maze of
kiosks in a department
store cosmetic section
and what do you see?

Scores of skin care lotions and potions
promising to offer younger looking
skin, age reversing ingredients -
everything just short of eternal youth.
How do you decide, who do you
believe and will these products work
for your skin?

As part owner and Vice President of
BIOPHORA, Science made Simple,
an international medically advanced
skin care company, I wondered the
same thing seven years ago: I was
plagued by fine lines, sun damage and
hyperpigmentation: skin conditions of
many sun worshipers from southern
California. I tried one skin care
product line after another to actively

reduce the signs of exposure to the
elements that I accumulated after many
joyous years growing up on the beach.
To get the results I wanted, I would
have to become more aggressive than
succumbing to over the counter
products. Although the cosmetic skin
care products have their place for skin
maintenance, they weren't meeting my
needs.

In 1996 - I founded an American
medical product line that did make a
difference and along with business
partners, brought the distributorship to
Toronto, Canada. There, the success of
the business provided a runway for the
development of BIOPHORA, a
technically advanced medical skin peel
program combined with an effective,
results-oriented home skin care regime
for aging, sun/element exposed skin,

fine lines, acne, hyperpigmentation and
sensitive skin conditions. The new
business team, including, the Managing
Director of International Sales and
Education, Scott Greenwood, along
with a product development expert, an
anti-aging medical specialist, plastic
surgeon, naturopath and chemist,
created the line to address most skin
conditions effectively and holistically.

Today - I'm elated: the BIOPHORA
philosophy promotes a healthy lifestyle;
proper rest, sufficient water intake,
exercise, supplementation and stress
management. We want our patients to
get the best possible result.The skin is
not an isolated organ. It is
interdependent on the entire health of
the organism as a whole.

The BIOPHORA system involves a
series of medical peels using glycolic,
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FROM CONSUMER TO ENTREPRENEUR »
By Conde Stenson
Entrepreneur
Los Angeles,Toronto

C Sonde tenson

Researched Her Way to Better Skin and a Booming Business

1.- Conde and her horse, Barcelona, at the Equestrian
Center in San Juan Capistrano, California.

1



lactic and salicylic acids along with
enzymes, vitamins, antioxidants, and
medical prescriptions from the
physician such as Retin-A.

The home care program consists of
simple steps which cleanse, stimulate,
exfoliate and protect or nourish the
skin. The aggressive exfoliation, which
rids the skin of dead cellular debris, is
balanced with the replacement of
essential nutrients.

Canadian manufactured BIOPHORA
is strongly on the map in the medical
sector for treating and improving skin
conditions. Recently introduced to
the international market, BIOPHORA
is now in Greece, New Zealand,
Australia, Ireland, Hong Kong and the
USA, with head offices in Toronto and
Ireland.

BIOPHORA sells to plastic surgeons,
dermatologists and general
practitioners that span North America
from coast to coast. Dr. Ken Smith, in
Victoria, British Columbia, Dr. Kent
Hein in Lethbridge, Alberta, Dr.
Robert Tokaryk in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan and Dr. Thomas Bell,
founder of The Toronto Institute of
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and The
Institute for Advanced Skin Care at 199
Avenue Road, Toronto - are a few of
the plastic surgeons that provide the

product line at their facilities.
Ellen Holland, RN and
managing partner of
Dermalite, a new laser center
in Rhode Island also uses the
product line to complement
their patients' laser
treatments.

Tilda Peltz, clinical esthetician and
manager of the Medical Spa for the
Beresford Clinic, in Toronto, working
with Dr. Frank Beninger, cosmetic
plastic surgeon, emphatically endorses
the treatment protocols. "I had a
serious car accident a year ago", states
Peltz. "My face was superficially
burned and damaged by an airbag.
After healing I had residual
hyperpigmentation and a rare acne

condition. I used BIOPHORA
extensively on my own skin and found
that both conditions cleared up
dramatically."

From consumer to entrepreneur ~

Building an international skin care
business is not all glamour. As a team,
we've overcome some difficult
challenges. But most importantly - the
products work. Not only did I get the
skin I wanted, we developed a range of
products that people from all over the
world can use to transform their skin to
look healthier and younger.
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2.- Biophora products for the normal T-zone
aging skin: Purifying Cleanser, Bioactive
Solution, Bioactive Gel, Antioxidant
Moisturizer,  Day Protection SPF 30, Night
Protection and Enzyme Exfoliating Mask.

3.- Tilda Peltz; Biophora Skin Care Technician and
Spa Manager at Toronto, Canada's Beresford
Clinic performing: a Biophora Glycolic Peel.

4.- Scott Greenwood, International Educator and
Managing Director for Biophora world wide.

4
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By The Il Fornello Partners
Toronto, Canada
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IL FORNELLO

From left to right: Sean Fleming, Tony Rago, Ian Sorbie and Stacey Patterson

The

S T O R Y



WWhen Ian Sorbie and
Tony Rago
experienced the thin
crust 'gourmet' pizza

that was the sensation of the Big Apple,
they knew they had discovered the
main ingredient for a winning formula.
Returning to Toronto, plans were made
to open a restaurant with two associates
from their already successful Beaches
area restaurant. Named after "The
Little Oven" that was not only the
method of cooking their delicious
pizzas, but also the centerpiece of the
restaurant's design: IL FORNELLO
opened its first restaurant in April,
1986. Seventeen years and nine
Toronto locations later, the four are still
together.

With a background in child care work,
Ian Sorbie, President of IL
FORNELLO Restaurants, opened his
first restaurant, the BeechTree Café, in
1982 to realize a dream of being his
own boss. A supporter of the arts, and
on the Board of some of Toronto's most
prestigious arts organizations, he too, is
a Director for the renowned Toronto
International Film Festival. In 1992, he
was awarded the Canada 125 medal for
spearheading an inner city school
nutrition program fully funded by IL
FORNELLO Restaurants, and in 1997
he received the Ontario Hostelry
Institute's Gold Award in recognition
of his influence in hospitality and food
excellence.

In high school, Tony Rago, IL
FORNELLO Vice-President, was a
part-time bartender at a restaurant
where Ian was a night supervisor.
Recognizing Tony's innate 'people
skills' and positive work ethic, Ian
convinced Tony to help open and
manage the Beach area eatery he had
purchased.Tony saw an opportunity to
learn, accepted the offer and the rest, as
they say, is history. First attracted to
Ian's charisma and expertise with
people,Tony quickly grew to view Ian
as a mentor. Now, it's the excitement
of creating new spaces, perfecting
existing locations and implementing
innovative ideas that keeps Tony
passionate about IL FORNELLO.
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A
trip to New York City in 1985 provided the

inspiration that resulted in the creation of

IL FORNELLO



Already a waitress at
the restaurant that became
the BeechTree Café, in 1982
Stacey Patterson began working with Ian
and Tony. Today, as Director of Dining Room
Operations for IL FORNELLO, she bounds from location
to location with endless energy. Stacey's devoted to the
Alternative Menu, and is astounded at how well they've been
able to manage the company through difficult economic
times. Fuelling her energy is the desire to stay current, set
trends and stay one step ahead of her customers, always with
their best interests in mind.

In 1984 Sean Fleming began as the evening line cook at the
BeechTree Café. Impressed by Sean's management skills and
food knowledge, Ian brought him to IL FORNELLO as the
Director of Kitchen Operations. The frenetic pace and
constant changes that are a part of the restaurant business
keep Sean on his toes anticipating the next challenge. The
ultimate testament to success: if he didn't work at IL
FORNELLO he would consider it a great place to go.

So,
was the launch of IL
FORNELLO a success?  You bet!  Almost overnight IL
FORNELLO won raves from critics and earned a legion of
devoted customers. The genius of IL FORNELLO was in
filling a niche with upscale Italian cuisine at reasonable
prices. But don't think for a moment that IL FORNELLO
is just another chain of restaurants. This is an innovative
company that breaks the mold.

An industry leader in providing menu items for people with
special dietary needs, IL FORNELLO features an
outstanding Alternative Menu offering wheat-free, yeast-free
and  dairy-free choices, including gluten-free pizza and pasta,
seen as a godsend by Celiac sufferers.
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Combine excellent food and comfortable ambiance with a philosophy of continuing community involvement,
and it's easy to see how IL FORNELLO has woven itself into the fabric of each neighbourhood it calls home.

The success of IL FORNELLO is a result of Ian,Tony, Sean and Stacey's passion for the business and for the city
in which they live. Having expanded into the frozen foods market with a line of frozen pizzas, and with a new
lounge at the picturesque Queen's Quay location with its breathtaking view of Lake Ontario - the story of IL
FORNELLO is far from finished.
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Writer/Consultant
Lanciano,Abruzzo, Italy

1.- CCI's Civitanova team participate in
Lanciano's 'Clean is Beautiful' campaign

T
he faces of the young
people tell the tale.They are
engrossed, silent, swept up
in ancient politics, love,

wealth; lives instantly swept away.The
story that is Pompeii.

The Americans, Canadians, Brazilians,
Italians are students at CCI-The

Renaissance School.They have journeyed
with their teachers from the school's
base in medieval Lanciano {Abruzzo}
for one of eleven annual outings.
Yesterday, they climbed Vesuvius in the
mist. Last night they danced up a storm
at a six-story disco in Sorrento. Today,
the sun is shining on ancient

cobblestone paths that wind through
excavations buried under ash for
centuries. Now, it is being resurrected
by the skilled guide who knows how to
capture and hold the attention of even
the most cynical teen. He picks out the
little details; the bread left baking,
jewellery abandoned, the signs of lives

1
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fatally interrupted. These are nuggets
that will make history breathe for these
young people, forever.

Antonio Panotin is one of the staff of
multi-lingual, multi-talented teachers
who make the curriculum come to
life. He is instrumental in organizing
trips, in challenging students in his
math classes and in endurance sports, as
well as helping them integrate the
culture of Lanciano. He is not alone in
his special skills; the teachers take
dedication to new heights.

The gifted staff work under the
experienced tutelage of Marisa

D'Alessandro, Director, herself a
veteran of teaching and administration
in public and private schools in North
America.

Ms. D'Alessandro returned to her roots
just ten years ago to build a dream: a
school for students from around the
world to learn in English in a
residential setting, an enriched program
with small classes and a community
atmosphere. Lanciano, population
40,000, she decided, was perfect. It is
drenched in 3700 years of history,
posed with the ski hills of the Gran
Sasso at its back and the azure blue of
the Adriatic lapping its shores.

The setting is not just a pretty picture.
The town has deep roots for those
from the US and Canada that visit.
Lanciano was a base for Allied soldiers
during the WWII. They married local
girls and returned. The town, though
mediaeval in architecture, is
cosmopolitan in outlook and has
welcomed the students. They play on
local soccer and volleyball teams and
participate in community activities like
fundraising runs and beautification
efforts.

"I thought, I had arrived at some sort
of high school heaven.The res I live in
is from the 17th century."  Meredith
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2.- Students inspecting the
grapes harvested by a local
farmer

3.- The Island of San Nicola on
our recent trip to the
Tremiti Islands

2
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Tammi is on the phone to her sister
back home in Calgary.

Not all students start so enthusiastically.
Isabella Caserini is from Rome and
wasn't sure why her family was so keen
on this idea of learning English with a
bunch of North Americans. Now, a
convert, she says "the small classes and
the way the teachers get involved has
made my marks go way up."

Many of the alumnae are now happily
ensconced on scholarships at
universities as far-flung as Boston
College and USC, Bond University in

Australia and Dalhousie and McGill in
Canada.

Kate McKenna who graduated from
CCI-The Renaissance School three
years ago speaking fluent Italian sums it
up best. "I learned to study there.The
pacing of the classes and the interest of
the teachers and dons in Study Hall
prepared me for university in a way
that hadn't happened before. Best of all
the friendships I made have continued
to be part of my life. I will always go
home to Lanciano no matter where in
the world I live."
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4.- Celebrating Lanciano's first postage
stamp Released April 5, 2003

5.- Upon arriving in Lanciano, the
first thing which strikes you about
the town is its majestic medieval
slyline.

4
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*  Lee Simpson is Canadian born,
currently residing in Italy. She was
a senior executive with a major
communications firm in the US
and Canada and Publisher of a
group of well known Canadian
women's periodicals including
Chatelaine Magazine. Lee is taking
a year off her post-graduate
studies as a candidate for ministry
at the University of Toronto, is
married, with one daughter.
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TThe ecological sciences field
is an ever evolving business
in the Pacific Northwest,
driven primarily by the

listing of Pacific Salmon and Steelhead
under the Endangered Species Act
{ESA}. The listing of numerous
Evolutionarily Significant Units
{ESU}, or distinctive groups of Pacific
salmon or steelhead, up and down the
west coast of the United States has
prompted federal, state and local
governments as well as private
consulting firms, non-profit
organizations and developers to take an
active role in the conservation and
restoration of Pacific Salmon and
Steelhead.

The effects of the salmon and steelhead
ESA listings are extensive and have
created a niche for aquatic and marine
biologists like nothing before its time.
My role as a consulting aquatic
biologist in the Pacific Northwest has
facilitated my involvement in an array
of fascinating projects aimed at the
preservation and restoration of these
incredible creatures. The development
of my career, although short in
duration, has taken me in a multitude
of directions. A few of the more
interesting projects and a description of
my place of employment, Golder
Associates, are described in the
paragraphs to follow.

Golder Associates is a premier global
group of consulting companies
specializing in ground engineering and
environmental science. Operating as an
employee-owned group since 1960,
Golder Associates has undergone steady
growth for more than four decades and
has more than 3,000 employees across
the globe and 84 offices in Africa,Asia,
Australia, Europe, North America and
South America. Golder Associates is
one of the largest employee-owned
engineering and environmental
consulting companies in the world.

Golder's Ecological Sciences Group is
spread across the Northwest and
specializes in Endangered Species Act
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Aquatic Biologist
Seattle,Washington
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assessments, biological assessments,
habitat and stream ecology, salmon
recovery and watershed planning. The
Seattle Office Ecological Sciences
Group consists of approximately seven
core scientists with a diverse range of
skills relating to marine, freshwater and
terrestrial ecology.

Some of the more interesting projects
undertaken by the Seattle Ecological
Sciences Group include sockeye
spawner surveys and sockeye fry
emergence trapping in the Cedar
River,Washington in an effort to assess
the Lake Washington Sockeye fishery,

subbasin planning in the Upper
Columbia and Yakima Subbasins,
Physical Habitat Simulation
{PHABSIM} modeling of instream
flow in the Little Spokane River and
tributaries, the Nisqually Watershed
Plan and the Yakima Habitat
Improvement Project, which is aimed
at protecting and restoring remaining
aquatic habitat in the Yakima Urban
Growth Area. This is only a small
subsection of the wide array of
fascinating projects in which the
Golder Seattle Ecological Sciences
Group has had the pleasure of
participating.

The role of the Golder biologist and
the environmental consultant in the
Pacific Northwest is undoubtedly one
that is considerably impacted by the
Endangered Species Act and related
policy. The listing of Pacific Salmon
under the Endangered Species Act has
not only elicited incredible change
with respect to salmon populations and
their habitats, but has and will continue
to have far-reaching affects on other
non-salmonid fish, wildlife and
vegetative species in the Pacific
Northwest.
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TT
he dawn of the knowledge
age', 'the rise of knowledge
economies', 'knowledge-
based organizations' and

'knowledge workers' are stimulating
billboards that the media attempt to
use/describe the major change
occurring in our societies.

Working harder used to be key. Today,
the cliché is: working smarter. In the
same way, owning more land, labor and
capital was what differentiated
successful businesses and economies
from the unsuccessful ones. Today,
people, businesses and governments are
realizing that the critical success factor
in their ever-competitive environments
is HOW they manage and take
advantage of information and
knowledge.

Managing information {stored in
books, databases, etc.} and leveraging
knowledge {within people's brains} in
order to achieve personal, professional
or business objectives has led to the
formation of the discipline of
Knowledge Management. KM provides a
framework or structure for thinking
about and addressing issues related to
information and knowledge.

The first question KM addresses
evolves around the personal,
professional or business objectives and
the role information and knowledge
play. What needs to be in place to
make a business more productive
{produce products and services faster
and cheaper}? How can a scientist
collaborate more effectively with other
colleagues across the globe to develop

innovative technologies? What should a
government focus on to increase the
GDP and promote sustainable growth?
How can a student work more
effectively in order to get admitted to the
desired college? How can a housewife
embrace life-long learning to raise
superior children?

In order to attain these objectives, KM
attempts to identify the information
and knowledge in existence and
required. Do I know what I need to
know to succeed and attain my
objectives? Where does the
information that I need reside? Who
are the experts that can help me get
there? Is the information that I use
today reliable? Can I trust the opinion
and advice of the experts? How can I
quickly get access to the 'right'
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information that I need to succeed?
What is the real value of the
information that I have or need to
have?

Contrary to the rigid rules and
processes established and used during
the industrial age, the way we interact
with today's knowledge workers and
knowledge organizations needs to be
organic. Knowledge resides in a
person's head and for knowledge
sharing to happen, that person must be
willing to share their knowledge, in our
global community, so as to understand
the culture and shared patterns of
behavior and communication patterns
OR we will not be able to establish an
environment supportive of knowledge
exchange. As a result, one of the
important KM activities {and
challenges} is to understand the
cognitive and emotional dynamics of
individuals and communities. Vehicles
such as story-telling and reward
systems, are imperative.

In an organic environment, knowledge
flows.What one learns - interacts with
what one already knew - therefore
taking a different shape. 'Many' will
interpret the shared learning in their
own way and apply it accordingly. How

that learning is applied determines
whether the objective is attained. As a
result, KM also deals with processes,
routines and relationships in existence
and desired. How information flows
through the Internet, databases, books,
videos, etc. and how knowledge gets
shared among people is of high
importance.

What technologies will drive and
accelerate the KM-related objectives
and support the culture, relationships
and processes? There are a myriad of
technologies in existence today that are
being applied to solving KM problems.
Examples of that include technologies
and tools that address collaboration,
business intelligence, distance learning
and search/retrieval.

We live in the knowledge age.To grow
as an individual, to compete effectively
and to contribute to a sustainable
environment - we need to leverage
information and expertise more
effectively. Knowledge Management, as
a discipline, provides a framework that
facilitates this endeavor. KM is not
restricted to a few specialists of the
trade. It is an approach that can be used
by everyone.

*  SHAWN ZAHEDI is a master
specialist in 'the functioning of the
human mind'. His KM skills have
enabled organizations to understand
what they know, what they need to
know, and how to get there, thereby
increasing performance. He has
traveled extensively and speaks English,
French, Farsi, German and Spanish.
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Islam and Muslims the new “enemy”



WW
ith 1.4 billion
followers, Islam is the
second largest religion
in the world. Muslims

occupy 20 per cent of the world's land
mass and produce 40 per cent of the
world's energy resources; the United
States alone imports 25 per cent of its
oil needs from the Middle East. Given
this reality, is it appropriate to make
Islam and Muslims the new "enemy"?

With the demise of Communism,
some elements in the U.S. have found
Islam a handy tool to turn into an
enemy. How real is this "Green Peril"
and whether fighting it will best serve
America's interests or bring global
peace?

While every country strives to protect
its interests, some by making peace,
others by waging war, each carries its
own consequences. With so much

interdependence in the world,
belligerence is not always the best
policy. America's Iraq adventure is
gradually driving home the point that
the war was launched on a false
pretext--no weapons of mass
destruction have been found--and that
young American men and women are
again dying in a distant land not to
uphold the values of freedom and
democracy but to serve the interests of
a tiny elite in America.

Yet this reality has not been
comprehended fully by most
Americans. Nearly 70 per cent believe
that the ousted Iraqi dictator Saddam
Hussein was involved in the September
11 attacks; another 30 per cent believe
that he had used chemical weapons
against US troops. This reflects the
degree of manipulation of public
perception; the mainstream media in
the US has not served Americans well.

Only a properly informed public can
make the right choices.

Let us identify those manipulating
America's policy.They are referred to as
neo-conservatives, or "neo-cons", and
are deeply involved in oil and arms
industries. They work for their own
interests and those of their associates.
This small un-elected group around
President Bush has successfully
circumvented the will of the American
people.

They advocate such dangerous notions
as "pre-emptive strikes" and "perpetual
wars." The irony is that they have never
served in the military; some like Mr.
Bush, even avoided the draft, but they
are quite prepared to sacrifice the lives
of American boys and girls for their
personal interests. If "pre-emptive"
strikes become the norm in
international affairs, others, too, would
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be tempted to resort to them with
frightening consequences for global
peace.

Instead of making Islam and Muslims
the new enemy, America needs some
introspection and reflection. Successive
US Administrations have not practiced
what they preach despite repeating the
mantras of democracy, justice and
freedom.

How would Americans feel if 660 of
their fellow citizens were held at a
remote island in animal-like cages
without charge or trial? This is what is
happening to 660 individuals captured
in Afghanistan and incarcerated in
Guantanamo Bay since January 2002.
Sami Muhidin, a journalist working for
the Arab Television Station, Al-Jazeera,
is among them.

The US has refused to categorize them
as prisoners of war or allow them
consular visits. If they are guilty of any
crime, they must be charged and given
an opportunity to defend themselves in
a court of law. Doesn't the Bush
Administration have faith in its own
judicial system; after all, it was the
Courts that gave him victory in the
2000 presidential elections?

The plight of the Guantanamo
prisoners is not an isolated case.
Successive US Administrations have
given carte blanche to Israel to
terrorize the Palestinians by
demolishing their homes, and firing
missiles from helicopter gun ships or
fighter planes, all supplied by the US.

In August 1998, the US fired scores of
missiles at a Pharmaceutical factory in

Khartoum, Sudan, for allegedly
producing chemical weapons. While
the allegation was false, the destruction
of the factory that used to produce 50
per cent of Sudan's anti-malaria and
anti-tuberculosis tablets has resulted in
the deaths of several hundred thousand
innocent civilians since, according to a
UN study.

Instead of retaliating against the US, the
Sudanese Government took its case to
the UN. America, too, should consider
using multilateral institutions rather
than resorting to unilateral action for
conflict resolution.
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AAs Spring time arrives and
the boys of summer return
to their "day jobs" it
fascinates me to look down

at the rosters and explore the new
names. The game has always been
known for its colorful nicknames and
strange pronunciations. This year, one
thing has truly struck me. America's
pastime has become globalized!

Many sports offer a variety of different
nationalities in their game. Soccer for

one has been a remarkable success with
the World Cup and is known as the
most popular game in the world.
Soccer registration numbers worldwide
support the fact. Professional hockey
team rosters are looking more and
more European than ever. Many
countries now compete at a high level
worldwide. Basketball has followed a
very similar path. The expansion
worldwide has improved the game and
has added a European flair. Also, it has

opened the
game to the
b i g g e s t
market in the
w o r l d .
China. With
one player!
Yao Ming.

I want to
focus on the
A m e r i c a n
pastime. And
the reasons
why the
A m e r i c a n
pastime must
go global.

Baseball
is being
p l a y e d
e v e r y w h e r e .
Many countries are
developing athletes of a very
high level and teams have spent
enormous amounts of money to find
and develop these athletes. The cost,
however, is not a factor compared to
the possible reward. Teams cannot
afford to miss untapped talent markets
- for fear of losing potential talent.

The influx of Japanese baseball players
means new revenue for the sport. Not
only does it bring larger audiences to
the gates but potential radio revenues,
television revenues and internet hits to
your website. The Japanese treat their
baseball athletes as gods and they
support them as such.

If baseball is America's pastime then it
must resemble the demographic of its
people. The ever changing
demographic of the United States

HALF TiME »
By James Mansell
Montréal - Québec

The Globalization of

Sports
I predict … future professional sports teams will have to have
worldwide teams to supply the demand of their sport.

Hi Folks!

Soccer is recognized as the most popular game in the world
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makes
it a

l o g i c a l
decision for

Major League
Baseball to promote

the diversity of its game
to everyone of its viewers. No

matter what race or nationality you are,
you are probably represented on the
baseball diamond.

Finally, I believe that Baseball will
bring the game to another level
worldwide. Unlike Soccer, Baseball will
feature international teams playing
each other on a nightly basis. Only
Mega-Cities will have teams and they
will become mega rivalries. Only to
support the rising cost of player
salaries. Much like Soccer, Baseball will
produce huge crowds with intense
nationalistic atmospheres. Fans in New
York will cheer their team against
visiting teams from Tokyo or Mexico
City. It is the next step in the future of
sports broadcasting to pay Olympic
scale fees for everyday television
programming. The need to produce

more revenue through sports will lead
television to push Baseball to the next
level.

All of this might be far fetched to some
- but it's the real world and anything
can happen in the world of sports. You
know, the march towards globalization
could easily be marketed to 'any' fan.
One thing is for sure. You'll never
know if you don't try.

To write James:  Click Here »

** James Mansell, 26 - Sport
Management. Member Canadian
Baseball Academy - full scholarship / /
Donnie Mash Memorial Scholarship /
Best Athlete student / Scholarship,
Wayne State, Nebraska USA. Athlete
of the year / varsity Baseball Captain /
3 time Jr. Elite All-Star / 3 time Jr. Elite
Provincial Champion / Academic
Baseball Canada Alumnus /  Coach-
Counselor high performance athletes
Baseball Camp / conceptual-principal
developer sport drink / Founder-
implementer Education through
Baseball Sport School.
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By  Jo Lee

THRU THE EYES
OF JO LEE
CELEBRATING BEAUTY »

SOIRÉE
i n  t i m e

H
ow often have you thought about the extraordinary
adventure you might experience if given the
opportunity to transport yourself to one of the many
exciting moments in history?

The opulence of the décor; the splendor of the table; the many
times when what we think was said was taken out of context and
never meant to be. The ultimate chess match of heroes and
villains set at a lavish table of elegance and manners.

Dear friends: with you in mind - welcome to my table.

Mrs. Aileen Mehle {Suzy Knickerbocker}



TThe feuds and "non-feuds,"
the intrigues and the
celebrations of the chic, the
talented, the glittering, the

lovely, the wonderful, the adorable, and
the "grande" are set aside not only by
"Suzy," the prima diva of syndicated
columnists, but too, by me, Jo Lee - for
an intimate supper at home.

Awash in candlelight, the richly
detailed Louis XV salon takes on an
allure of "opera opulence" and
romance amongst my adored colors of
dusty rose, gold and shades of green.

Rose-bodied "Sakai" china keeps
harmony with the interior's golden
tones.The vermeil flatware is "English
King." There is "Honeycomb" cut
crystal for wine and champagne, and an
eighteenth-century French gilt bronze
and crystal candelabrum to light my
jubilantly luxurious table for two.

The game is yours; the pieces sparkle;
the ambiance is mysterious, and you are
the master who may now set the
evening in motion to create a winning
delight of the senses as only you are
able.

The title of this evening is:White King
versus Magic. How it plays out - is
dependent on your last move - a
marvelous French wine or the splendor
of aged liqueur.

E saluti my friends - from the warmth
of my Italian home.
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Morris Dees

I

It's so HARD to be an activist

I
wrote a letter recently to the
Southern Poverty Law Center in
Montgomery, Alabama. It was
like a Valentine. Don't you

sometimes just get overwhelmed by
feelings of love for organizations that
do good work?  Write them!

Dear Southern Poverty Law Center:

Every time I get down in the dumps -
from the stress and exhaustion of my 35
years as a political activist I think of the
Southern Poverty Law Center.
Sometimes it all seems just so HARD
to be an activist. There's so much
suffering in the world and I can only
work on one little piece of life, at a
time. The racism and genocide in the
world today make me ill. There's not

much money in our causes. It's
frustrating. The current administration
of the United States upsets me.
Everything I've worked for, as an
activist, is being dismantled. So after a
hard fight or an all nighter I think: are
the staffers of the Southern Poverty
Law Center complaining?  I bet not.
Are they letting the stress of things get
to them?  Clearly not, they keep going
and going.

Thank you so much for your activism
and intelligence. My admiration for
Morris Dees and all who work at the
Center - is beyond words for. What
extraordinary people you must be.

I think of you and I go back to my
work refreshed and calm for: your

wisdom and determination give me
hope and quiet me down - as you go
step by step, with a steady and kind
rhythm.

Thank you so much for 3 decades of
brilliant work.

I've been unusually upset since our last
national 'election.' I've fought and
fought for all these years believing we'd
win. And now, as we stand on the ruin
of Iraq, I see that for the first time I am
not as optimistic as I used to be. But in
all honesty, I pretend that things aren't
as bad as they are. But I take my lead
from the brave people who work for:
the Southern Poverty Law Center. If
you can keep going, day after day, then
I will too."
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By Lani Silver
San Francisco, California

Dear Southern

Poverty Law Center



** Lani Silver - historian, artist, free-lance writer, and Lecturer with the American Program Bureau.
{Gorbachev's bureau  -  Desmond Tutu, Jane Fonda, Oscar Arias}. For 16 years, Lani  directed San Francisco's
landmark Holocaust Oral History Project, conducting l700 oral histories with Holocaust survivors and
witnesses. Lani and her partner, historian Eric Saul, discovered the story of Chiune Sugihara, who is called
"The Japanese Schindler." Lani became Steven Spielberg's first consultant and trainer for his Survivors of the
Shoah Visual History Foundation. 53,000 testimonies. Lani is currently the Project Director for the James Byrd
Jr. Racism Oral History Project. byrdfound@juno.com and named one of five "Woman of the Year" by San
Francisco's public television and radio station, KQED.
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Q: Dear CamPUS  \ Ramona - Buffalo, NY, USA

My mom was recently diagnosed with an advanced
case of breast cancer. She's scheduled to begin
treatment next week … and scared. Last week, my
friend was having a party and I didn't want to go
because I felt bad about leaving my dad and little
brother scared, at home.

A: Hey, Ramona  

When an individual is sick, the impact on those around that
person cannot be overstated. There are organizations {many of
whom can be found online} who specialize in assisting the
families of individuals who are battling disease. Yes, having you
around is important but I bet your mom would be the first to
say: get out and enjoy yourself. It could be a fairly long haul
for your mom. For you to remain strong, you must care for
yourself. And Support Systems can be tremendous.
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» Got a Problem?
Any Problem.

WWe’re here to HELP!e’re here to HELP!

By Carolyn Young
Lead Thin’K’er

THIN’K’ERS CORNER »

Breast cancer CAN be cured



Q: Dear CamPUS \  Elyssa  - Phoenix, AZ, USA

Our senior prom is coming. All my friends have lined up dates. When I told them I didn't want to
go alone, they were like: "oh come on, we'll all be hanging as a group."  They don't get it. I'd rather
rent a movie. It just wouldn't be any fun.

A: Hi, Elyssa

From my experience - people usually do hang out as a group at high school dances. Yeah, it's not the same thing
as being with a particular person and having your 'dance card' nicely established. Think of this: it could be fun
not being tied to someone the whole evening. Hey, you can mingle and talk to that hot guy who came to the
dance alone … and you'll be so busy wondering how he escaped your eyes over the years, you'll forget about your
gal pals and their dates.There's nothing wrong with staying home - if that's what you truly want. If not, grab that
sexy dress, that shiny gloss & shake it girlfriend!

More help?  Check out  www.yesintl.com and the
E-Help CamPUS.

CLICK : To write the Thin'K'ers

SEE YA!
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Lined up dates mean nothing to me

They don't get it.  Movies are my thing
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Keep joints flexible and limbs supple
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By Nahidah Malik
Nairobi, Kenya

CRAZZY ABOUT R&D »
MANAGING EDITOR’S COLUMN

A … Z z z z z Y  ~  Need HELP ?

Come to the CamPUS QUICK \ FREE!
www.yesintl.com

Write us:  Click Here    www.yesintl.com

T
Did you know?

T
hat regular exercising reduces the effects of aging,
lowers risk of breast and colon cancer, contributes to
mental well-being, relieves stress, fights depression,
reduces risk of heart disease, prevents osteoporosis,

obesity and diabetes and helps build strong bones, muscles to keep
joints flexible and limbs supple!

http://www.etmaproductions.com/yes_email/index.php?to=malik
http://www.yesintl.com


Prevents osteoporosis, obesity and diabetes

Contributes to mental well-being

DD
o you believe that
exercising is only for
athletes and growing
children?  NOT SO!

Exercise ... is a healthy habit of life.

The most important step!  Get
yourself medically assessed by a
doctor. Rule out any reasons for
NOT exercising.

Then: begin 'sneaking' exercise into
your normal day. 10 minute walks,
taking the stairs instead of elevators,
parking your car further and further
from your place of work. From here,
we graduate into simple exercises:
move on to power walking, jogging,
jumping rope, lifting weights and to
'whatever' excites you.

Keep focused!  Keep a journal.
Exercise with a friend. FIND the
form of exercise you enjoy the most
… and stick to it. Surprise!  It's
amazing how easy it is to make this a
part of our daily routine.
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FF
or many, spring is the time to
make up for those long, dark
winter days. Time to plan,
plant, enjoy the outdoors. For

others ... it is time to stock up on tissue
boxes, allergy medications, nasal sprays.
THEN - filled with dread, knowing
that with the sprouting of flowers and
trees will come - the teary eyes,
sneezing, runny noses, scratchy throats,
itchy ears!

There are simple measures one
can take before enjoying the
outdoors. Work on windless,
cloudy, cool days and just after a
steady rain. Avoid outdoor
activity during peak pollen times
and remember … plants pollinate
during early morning hours. Oh
yes - taking allergy medications
before going outdoors PREVENTS
your allergy attack.

Get tested!  Find out exactly what's
triggered your allergy. New
advancements in    Alternative
medicines have allowed for incredible
results. Allergies DO NOT have to
prevent you from enjoying the days of
spring and summer!

FIGHTING
SPRING

ALLERGIES

Controlling Springtime allergies

Plan, plant, enjoy!
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By Andrea Buckett
Doctor of Homeopathy
Toronto, Canada

BODY AND SELF »

You Ate
«You’ll Become What You Eat »

You Are What

A
And I'll bet the sweeps, on that!

As food manufacturing became industrialized, changes were made to traditional foods that rendered
them less nutritious. The art of fermenting fruit and vegetables {a universal practice used in many
cultures} is a prime example. Korean - Kimchi; German - Sauerkraut;American - Cucumber and Corn
relish; Japan - Miso and Umbeoshi plums.

Preservation of food was the initial reason for this practice.An added benefit was the traditional powerhouse the
food became when subjected to this art. Healthy intestinal bacteria - necessary for proper digestion and
responsible for protecting the body from human viruses. Fermented foods also provide the body with important
enzymes and vitamins and possess antibiotic and anti-carcinogenic activity. When fermenting became
industrialized - pasteurization and the addition of vinegar created products that were more uniform and saleable
yet devoid of proper nutrition.Traditionally fermented foods could be found in health food stores and prepared
easily at home. Abandoning traditional techniques of fermenting foods has greatly compromised our digestive
health - the truth of modern "foods". In doing so, we've made ourselves vulnerable to many diseases; to which
no cure is found in modern medicine. However: the cure may be found returning to a traditional diet based on
individual culture and location.

Be wise!  Remember - Conscious eating creates a body that works for life!

To Write Andrea Buckett: Click Here »

*Andrea Buckett, Dr. of Homeopathy, lecturer, writer, health coach -
graduated from The Homeopathic College of Canada and her private
practice today, is a passion in pursuit of educating the public on
alternative health and nutritional ways.

*  R & D is searching for International Minds.
Could this be Y O U ? Click Here
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Returning to a traditional diet

Reduce the effects of aging
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FF
or millions, the phenomenal
best seller is the introduction
to the arcane and mysterious
'shadow history' of the early

church. Herewith, an attempt to
separate truth from fiction.

DID LEONARDO INCLUDE
MARY MAGDALENE IN HIS
"LAST SUPPER"?

Most art scholars say no. The figure
reputed to be Mary Magdalene is
actually the beloved disciple John, who
is usually depicted young and clean-
shaven.

WERE JESUS AND MARY
MAGDALENE MARRIED?

Although there is no way to prove or
disprove this, most experts consider it
highly unlikely. Their main argument:
there is no mention of it in canonical
writings.

WAS MARY MAGDALENE A
PROSTITUTE?

This misperception probably began
with a sermon by Pope Gregory the
Great in A.D. 591 in which he
conflated several figures into one. In

1969 the Vatican officially overruled
Gregory.

ARE OPUS DEI AND THE
PRIORY OF SION REAL
ORGANIZATIONS?

Yes, but there is no indication that
either is involved in any plot to conceal
or reveal secrets of the Holy Grail.

WHAT IS THE HOLY GRAIL? 

The most widely accepted idea is that
it was the cup used by Christ at the
Last Supper. In the 12th century a
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By Newsweek
PROS & EX.CONS »

This #1 best-selling book is very controversial because it raises the question of
whether Jesus was married by referencing an alternative interpretation of "The
Last Supper" that has Mary Magdalene - not St. John - sitting to the right of
Jesus in the painting.The New York Times said that 'Not since the advent of Harry
Potter has an author so flagrantly delighted in leading readers on a breathless chase.'

The Last Supper

DECODING

'The Da Vinci Code'



French abbot claimed to possess it; his
silver chalice now resides in the
National Gallery of Art in Washington,
D.C.

DID MALE LEADERS COVER UP
THE TRUE ROLE OF WOMEN IN
THE EARLY CHURCH?

Yes, in the sense that history is written
by the winners, and in a patriarchal
society, men had a big edge.

WHAT HAPPENED TO MARY
MAGDALENE AFTER THE
RESURRECTION?

Nobody knows. In the Eastern
Orthodox tradition, she went to
Turkey.Western legend says she went to
Provence.

IS THERE A SECRET CACHE OF
DOCUMENTS THAT REVEAL
THE TRUE HISTORY OF
CHRISTIANITY?

No one knows, but scholars are busy
analyzing ancient documents found in
Egypt in the last century. These texts,
known as the Gnostic Gospels, were
lost for centuries, and could shed new
light on the origins of the church.

DID LEONARDO HIDE CLUES
ABOUT CHURCH SECRETS IN
HIS PAINTINGS?

Art historians doubt it.

ADDITIONALLY, Alex Kasman
{College of Charleston} is not happy
with the presentation of the 'golden
ratio'. The author says that it is equal to
1.6180. In fact, this rather famous
number is equal to half of the sum of 1
and the square root of 5.

CONCLUSION?

The Da Vinci code is not to be believed
but it is a well-written novel.
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Separate truth from fiction

Shadow history
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By Mohammed Malik
12 years old … Windsor - Canada

WEIRD & WACKY FACTS »

1. Widest car - The Koening Competition
{2417}, built in 1989 and the Koening
Competition Revolutions {2418} built in
1990, both measure 86 2/5 inches.

2. Most powerful car - The McLaren F1 6.1
develops an excess of 627 bhp and costs
over $1 million US. It accelerates to 60
mph in 3.2 seconds.

3. Longest Car - Jay Ohrberg designed a
100-foot long, 26-wheeled limousine with
swimming pool, diving board and king
size waterbed.  It can be driven as a rigid
vehicle but it's designed to bend in the
middle to negotiate difficult corners.

4. Smallest Car - The Smart car, currently
in production by Daimler Benz {Germany}
is the smallest 4 wheeled car … less than
8' 4" long.

5. Most cars wrecked - Dick Shepherd
wreaked 2,003 cars over 40 years as a
professional stunt man.

On Cars
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6. Most powerful production car -
Mclaren launched the F1 {1992}, which
produced a world record power output of
627 bhp or 467 kW.

7. Most valuable car - The greatest
confirmed price paid is $15 million US for
a 1931 Bugatti Type 41 Royal Sports Coup,
by Kellner, sold by Nicholas Harley to the
Meitec Corporation of Japan in April
1990.

8. Highest mileage - A 1968 Volkswagen
Beetle {Old Faithful}, owned by Albert
Klein of Pasadena, California, clocked up
1.6 million miles before it was totaled on
March 29, 1997.

9. Largest motor show in the world -
Frankfurt, Germany hosts the Biennial
International Motor Show for Passenger
Cars. September 2001 drew in over 1000
exhibitors from 39 countries to a display
area of 2.5 million sq. feet.

10. Fastest - The highest speed recorded
by a rocket car is 631. 367 mph over a
kilometer, by The Blue Flame, a 4-wheeled
rocket powered car driven by Gary
Gabelich {USA} on the Bonneville Salt
Flats, Utah, USA, on October 23, 1970. At
one point it exceeded 650 mph. It was
powered by a liquid natural gas and
hydrogen peroxide rocket engine that
could develop a thrust of 22,000 lb.

11. Best selling 2-seater car - Mazda has
produced more than 600,000 MX 5
Miaata sports models since April 1989.

12. Largest engine - Three cars have been
developed with engines that measure a
huge 13.5 liters.  The US Pierce Arrow 6-66
Raceabout of 1912 to 1918, the US
Peerless 6-60 of 1912 to 1914 and the
Fageol of 1918.
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BBy the time this issue hits the
stands  -  the 76th Annual
Academy Awards will be
hypnotically replaying the

splendor of the night before! 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ~

Only three films have ever won all top
five Oscars - Best Film, Actor, Actress,
Director and Writing. They are: It
Happened One Night, One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest and The Silence of
the Lambs.

The actor or actress with the most
Oscars was Katharine Hepburn, who

starred in old-time classics like The
Rainmaker and The African Queen,
winning four Oscars for Best Actress.

In 1997 James Cameron's Titanic
received 11 Oscars, sharing the record
for the most Oscars awarded for a
single film, with William Wyler's Ben
Hur {1959}. The closest runner-up is
West Side Story with 10 Oscars
{1961}.

Walt Disney has won more Oscars than
anyone else. He was nominated for 64,
won 26!

The youngest ever Oscar winner is

actress Tatum O'Neal who was 10
when winning Best Supporting Actress
for the film Paper Moon.

Anthony Quinn's performance as
painter, Paul Gaugin, in Lust for Life
{1956} is the shortest ever to win an
Academy Award. He was on screen: 8
minutes.

Only two married couples won Oscars
for acting roles: Laurence Olivier
{1948} and Vivian Leigh {1951}, and
Joanne Woodward {1957} and Paul
Newman {1986}.

*  More splendor?  Just 364 days to go.
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By Carla Dragnea
Bucharest, Romania

EDITOR AT LARGE »

It’s
OSCAR time 

Again!!!Click Here: For Carla »

On screen 8 minutes: And an Academy AwardTitanic and Ben Hur.  Record for most Oscars awarded for a single film

http://www.etmaproductions.com/yes_email/index.php?to=dragnea
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THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT
IS WHAT’S BEST FOR YOU

ORLANDO   | NEW CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS UNVEILED

Dedication to Service |  Attention to Detail

Have you ever dreamed of fantasy? Have you ever played roulette with your
own desires, to step over and into an evening, a day where the best of
entertainment becomes a part of you? Have you ever wondered  ‘how’ the best
comes about?

Mascioli Entertainment Corporation has been in the forefront of the
entertainment industry since 1969. Drawing from the best of talent and
working with the top creative sound and lighting companies has been the key
to their success.

A full-service entertainment company - MEC offers artist management and
booking for conventions, casinos, arenas, theatres, nightclubs, fairs, festivals and
special events

It all adds up to:  THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT - FOR YOU!
407. 897. 8824  or www.masciolientertainment.com

For further information » Click Here «

http://www.masciolientertainment.com
http://www.etmaproductions.com/yes_email/index.php?to=jo-lee



